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MNQIA: A METHOD FOR MULTIPLE 
NUMERICAL QI ATTRIBUTE ANONYMI-
ZATION
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Abstract: Modern improvements in Information Technology have increased the demand for collecting and 
sharing of data. However data may contain sensitive information about individuals. Usage of this data causes 
unexpected disclosure of private information. A common approach for privacy preserving data publishing (PPDP) 
is Anonymization, which perform generalization or suppression on single Quasi-Identifi er (QI) attributes at once. 
However many real world applications data can contain multiple numerical QI attributes. In this paper we propose 
a privacy preserving data publishing methods called MNQIA, which uses the ideas of clustering, Bucketization and 
multiple multi-dimensional capacity fi rst (MMDCF) to publish Anonymized micro data with multiple QI attributes 
at once. We take a model to represent the strength of our methods in terms of privacy protection and utility of data.

Keywords: Privacy Preserving Data Publishing (PPDP), Data anonymization, Quasi-identifi er (QI) attribute, 
clustering, Bucketization.

1. INTRODUCTION

Micro data plays an increasingly important role in data analysis and scientifi c research.However, publishing 
and sharing of micro data will threaten to individual’s privacy. Privacy Preserving Data Publishing 
(PPDP) is a research area that tries to speculate data before publishing in order to safeguard the sensitive 
information, while complete data is maintained on other hand for research  purpose.

Usually Micro data consists of several attributes which may be Identifi er (I), Quasi Identifi er (QI), 
Sensitive attributes(S). Identifi er attributes which carefully identify the records of owners and are 
consistently removed from the released data. Quasi Identifi er attributes which could be linked with 
external information to re-identify individual’s records of data owners. However sensitive attributes 
are protected. It is important to anonymized QI attributes, so that the individual’s records can’t be re-
identifi ed, by leveraging a trade-off in PPDP between data privacy and data utility.

Several approaches have been proposed to implement anonymity models. In 2002 Sweeney[1] 
proposed k-Anonymity model with the help of generalization technique whose idea is to replace real value 
of Quasi-Identifi er with less specifi c but semantically consistent value. These methods are ineffi cient to 
protect attribute disclosure and anonymized only one QI attribute at once.

As far as data mining prospect is pertained, clustering is a valuable technique that partitions records 
into clusters such that records within a cluster are identical to each other, while records in different clusters 
are distinct from one to another. There are a few papers [2-6] that have used this technology to achieve 
k-Anonymization.
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In 2006, Xiao and Tao[7] proposed Anatomy, which is a data anonymization approach that divides 
one table into two for release. One table includes the original quasi-identifi er and a group id, and the other 
includes the association between the group id and the sensitive attribute values.

In this paper, we propose a method called MNQIA.The main idea of this method is to cluster the QI 
attribute records based on approximate degree and structure multi dimensional bucket and then apply 
multiple multi-dimensional capacity fi rst (MMDCF) method to form a group tuples. Then from each 
group based on min and max values, generalization can be applied to achieve anonymized micro data.

2. RELATED WORK
In Paper (P. Kieseberg, S. Schrittwieser, M. Mulazzani, I. Echizen,and .Weippl,2014), Authors propose a 
technique which is based on the function  of k-anonymity, whose objective is solving concerns such as one 
single step-anonymizations and fi nger printing of micro data. In addition to that, Authors buils conditions 
to fi nd colluding attackers as well as anonymization approach that protect effects of colluding attackers on 
reducing anonymization level. Based on this outcomes they suggest an algorithm for creation collusion-
resistant fi nger prints for micro data.

In paper (Ashwin Machanavajjhala, Johannes Gehrke, Daniel Kifer,2007),The Authors propose a new 
and the  powerful privacy description called l-diversity by reviewing with two attcks namely, Homogeneity 
attack and Background Knowledge attack that k-anonymized data usually suffer. The aim of l-diversity 
is to distribute sensitive attribute in each equivalence classes that has at least ‘l’ well represented values. 
Authors proves in an experimental assessment that l-diversities implemented practically. 

In Paper (Ninghui Li, Tiancheng Li, Suresh Venkatasubramanian, 2008), The Authors proposes a new 
privacy notation called t-closeness by reviewing the drawbacks of l-diversity which is insuffi cient to avoid 
attribute disclosure. The objective of t-closeness is to distribute sensitive attributes in any equivalence 
classes is too close to t-value of the attributes.

In Paper (David J. Martin, Daniel Kifer, Ashwin Machanavajjhala, Johannes ehrke,2008), Authors 
begins with a study of worst case background knowledge. Based on the study, they propose a language 
that states any background knowledge about data. They propose the algorithm called Polymomial time 
algorithm to fi nd the amount of disclosure of sensitive information in the worst case, given the attacker 
has atmost ‘k’ pieces of information in this language.

 In paper (Xiaokui Xiao, Yufei Tao), Authors proposes a new technique called anatomy, whose 
objective is to release two separate tables, one for QI, other for sensitive attributes. They builds linear-time 
algorithm for computing anonymized table that satisfy l-diversity and reduce the errors in re-constructing 
micro data.

 In Paper (Qing Zhang, Nick Koudas, Divesh Srivastava, Ting Yu),Author’s proposed a permutation 
based approach to anonymization signifi cant benefi t of this permutation based approach is that it will 
provide more accurate answer to aggregate queries. Author’s,further propose several criteria to optimize 
permutations for accurate answering of aggregate queries, and develop effi cient algorithms for each 
criterion.

3. PROPOSED METHOD:
In this section, we will explain the proposed method for anonymization of multiple quasi identifi ers at 
once.
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Figure 1. MNQIA Anonymization process
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Figure 2. Clustering Process

Figure1 shows the MNQIA Anonymization process, we assume that the original dataset D has n 
number of records and each record has m numerical quasi-identifi er (QI) attributes and x number of 
sensitive attribute. We mark the numerical QI attributes as Q-att1,Q-att2…Q-attm ..

For each Q-atti, 1≤ i≤ m we put its value into multiple group(Clusters) based on the appropriate degree, 
which are marked as {Ai1,Ai2,….Aij} and union of the group can cover all the values of Si,1 ≤ i ≤ m as 
shown in above fi gure1 .The intersection of any two groups is the empty set simultaneously. For instance, 
consider A1 is age. This implies that there are n numerical cluster in A1 on which we can use the numerical 
cluster methods to put the n numerical values into multiple groups, where the size of each group can be 
different.

 Then we design the multi-dimensional bucket. Every QI attribute corresponds to a single 
dimensional of the multidimensional bucket. If D has m-numerical sensitive attributes, we structure an 
multidimensional bucket. Then n record of D is mapped into the corresponding according to their own 
Q-att attributes.

 Once the multi dimensional bucket is structured, we select different record to form the corresponding 
Q-att group. For achieving this we use maximal multi dimensional capacity fi rst (MMDCF). The basic 
idea of MMDCF is to choose different record to makeup the matching QI-group.

The section priority of maximal multi dimensional capacity fi rst (MMDCF) is defi ned as Selection

 (buk < s0
1, s0

2,…. s0
d  >) = ∑1<j<d capa(s0j) + size(buk < s01, s02, …s0d>)

Where ∑1<j<d capa(s0j) is the maximal sum of number of tuples in each dimension bucket, size 
(buk < s0

1, s0
2,…. s0

d  >) is the size of bucket

Algorithm: Signifi cant steps in MNQIA.

Input: DataSet T(Q-att1,Q-att2,….Q-attz,SE1,SE2,…SEd) , parameter t

Output: Anonymous table T `( Q-att1, Q-att2,…. Q-attz,, SE1,SE2,…SEd)

step1: get Quasi-identifi er attribute Q-att1,Q-att2,….Q-attz and all values;

step 2: for Each Q-atti (1 ≤ i ≤ z );

step 3: cluster values into approximate groups, i.e. Q-attij.(1 ≤ i ≤ z , 1 ≤ i ≤ y) 

step 4: end for;

step 5: For each Q-attij .(1 ≤ i ≤ z , 1 ≤ i ≤ y)

step 6: Mapped the records into their corresponding one dimensional bucket according to their own 
Quasi-Identifi ers attributes and form m-Dimensional bucket.
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step 7: calculate the capacity of approximate groups for each Q-atti  (1 ≤ i ≤ m );

step 8: while(can extract records constitute a group)

step 9: set unshielded marker for all buckets, Grouping Gi =Φ, i←1;

step 10: Calculation selection of non empty bucket;

step 11: for (j=1; j≤1; j++)

step 12: if(there is non empty and unshielded bucket)

step 13: select a record t from the maximum selection bucket buk and add it into group Gi ;

step 14: delete t from buk, and size(buk)=size(buk)-1;

step 15: recalculate the capacity of buk for each dimension;

step 16: Shielding the bucket which has the same approximate group with t ;

step 17: }

step 18: else

step 19: if(there is no record can choose)

step 20: the end of the group process;

step 21: }

step 22: end for;

step 23: i ++;

step 24: end while

step 25: From each group Gi, take minimum-maximum value from Q-atti and generalize the att .

step 26: return an anonymization table T`.

3.1 Information Loss Metric:
We utilize generalization on the values of QIs in order to modify data and form clusters. This anonymization process cause 
information loss because some original values of QIs in every sequence are either replaced with less specifi c values or are 
totally removed. In order to preserve data utility for data mining tasks, we should verify that anonymization cost is minimized. 
We consider the scenario where the data analysis task is unknown at the time of data publication. So, our goal is to anonymize 
sequence data to satisfy privacy while preserving data utility as much as possible. According to [16], Let D* be an anonymization 
of sequence data D. D* corresponds to a set of clusters C = {C1, C2,..., Cp} which is a clustering of sequences in D. All 
sequences in a given cluster Cj are anonymized together.

We defi ne the amount of information loss incurred by anonymizing D to D* as

 IL(D,D*) = 1
1 IL(C )

| D |
p
j j  (1)

where IL(Cj) is the information loss of the cluster Cj, which is defi ned as the sum of information loss 
of anonymizing every sequence S in Cj:

 |C| *
1IL(C) IL(S ,S )i i i   (2)

where |C| is the number of sequences in the cluster C, and IL() is the information loss of anonymizing 
the sequence S to the sequence S* [17]. Each sequence is anonymized by generalizing or suppressing some 
of the QIs’ values in some of its events. Let H be generalization hierarchy of the attribute A. We use the 
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Loss Metric (LM) measure [18] to capture the amount of information loss incurred by generalizing the 
value a of the attribute A to one of its ancestors, with respect to H:[16]

 
ˆ| L( ) | | L( ) |ˆIL( , ) 
| A |

a aa a 


  (3)

where |L(𝑥)| is the number of leaves in the subtree rooted at x.

The information loss of each event e is then defi ned as [16]

 |QI| *
1IL( , *) IL( ( ), ( ))ne e e n e n   (4)

Where is the ancestor of the event e, e(n) is the value of nth QI of the event e and (𝑛) is its corresponding 
value in the event . Hence, the information loss incurred by anonymizing each sequence is as follows:[16]

 | | *
1IL(S,S*) IL( , )s

m mem em   (5)

3.2 Example
In this section we explain our methods via real situation. Consider the following micro data.

Table 1. 
Micro data

Id Age Zip Salary Bonus

T1 27 12,000 1000 1010

T2 22 22,000 2975 1010

T3 34 24,000 10,100 950

T4 26 17,000 1040 2000

T5 30 16,000 3050 2020

T6 32 14,000 5000 3035

T7 22 19,000 5120 2950

T8 37 26,000 7950 4100

T9 39 27,000 1050 6000

There are two quasi-Identifi er Age and zip code and two sensitive attribute such as salary and 
bonus. We put the age cluster into four group: A11 = {26, 27}, A12 = {22, 22}, A13 = {30, 32, 34} and  
A14 = {37, 39}.Ultimately we put the zipcode  into four cluster groups: A21 = {12,000, 14,000}, 
A22 = {17,000, 16,000, 19,000}, A23 = {22,000, 24,000} and  A24 = {26,000, 27,000}, it is shown in 
table 2.

Table 2. 
Two cluster Group

Age-Group(A1i) Zip-code Group(A2i)

A11 = {22, 22} A21 = {12,000, 14,000}

A12 = {26} A22 = {17,000, 16,000, 19,000}

A13 = {32, 33, 34, 35} A23 = {22,000, 24,000}

A14 = {37, 39} A24 = {26,000, 27,000}

We make age  and zip code to be the fi rst dimension and second dimension respectively. Now check 
the tuple t1 values of age and zip code with two cluster group.
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Table 3. Two Dimensional Cluster

  A11                     A12                             A13                         A14

A21

A22

A23

A24

{T1,T6}

T7 T4 T5

T2 T3

{T8,T9}

Then tuple t1 belongs to group A13, A21.Therefore we put t1 in the corresponding cell.Similarly, we 
place all the other records as well. We structure a two dimensional bucket as in above table.

According to MMDCF [15], we can choose different record to make up the matching QI-Group. For 
example Age and Zip code are choosen as QI-Attributes. Now according to the selection priority equation 
is as follows.

Group 1:
Iteration-1

Selection (buk <A21, A13> = 8 tuples {T1, T6} to break the tie tuple T1 is selected

There are 4 tuples in A13, 2 tuples in A21 and 2 tuples in buk<A21,A13>, Totally 8 tuples. The 
Priority in buk<A22,A12> is 6 tuples, and in buk<A22,A13> is 7 tuples which is rejected because tuple 
from A13 already selected in Iteration 1. To break tie between buk<A22,A11> and buk<A22,A12>, we 
select buk<A22,A11> whose tuples is T4.Therefore the highest priority is buk<A22,A11> so tuples T4 is 
selected, then we shield dimension <A11>.

Iteration-2

Slection(buk< A22,A11> = 6 tuples T7 Selected

Selection(buk< A22,A12> = 5 tuples T4

Slection(buk< A22,A13> = 8 tuples Already tuple  selected    from A13

There are 2 tuples in A11, 3 tuples in A22 and 1 tuples in buk<A22,A11>, Totally 6 tuples. The Priority 
in buk<A22,A12> is 5 tuples, and in buk<A22,A13> is 8 tuples which is rejected because tuple from A13 
already selected in Iteration 1.The highest priority is buk<A22,A11> so tuples T4 is selected, then we 
shield dimension <A11>.

Iteration-3

Selection(buk< A23,A11> = 5 tuples Already tuple selected from  A11           

Slection(buk< A23,A13> = 6 tuples Already tuple selected from  A13

 Iteration-4

Selection (buk< A24,A14> = 6 tuples {T8 ,T9} to break the tie  highest tuple T9 is Selected
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Finally in all four iteration we selected 4 tuples in a fi rst group (T1, T7, T9}

Group 2:
The tuples which is selected in group one should be removed from Two Dimensional Cluster table and 

repeat this procedure.
Table 4.

Two Dimensional Cluster

   A11                     A12                              A13                           A14
A21

A22

A23

A24

T6
T4 T5

T2 T3

T9

The same procedure has to be followed to obtain second group which contains tuples {T2,T4,T6} and 
Third group which tuples contain {T3,T5,T8}.From these group we perform generalization on multiple 
Quasi Identifi er attributes to get 3-Anonymization with 3-diversity on micro data as shown above.

Table 5.
Anonymized Table

ID Age Zip Salary Bonus
T1 22-39 12,000-27,000 1000 1010
T7 22-39 12,000-27,000 5120 2950
T9 22-39 12,000-27,000 1050 6000
T2 22-32 14,000-20,000 2975 1010
T4 22-32 14,000-20,000 1040 2000
T6 22-32 14,000-20,000 5000 3035
T3 34-37 24,000-26,000 10,100 950
T5 34-37 24,000-26,000 3050 2020
T8 34-37 24,000-26,000 7950 4100

4. EXPERIMENTS
This section evaluates the effectiveness of our approach using Adult database from the UCI machine 
learning repository website. The experiments are conducted on a computer with Intel core i3-processor 
and 4 GB memory running the Microsoft window 7 OS. The Algorithm and Information Loss metric was 
implemented in java (JDK) using Eclipse juno and Datafl y algorithm is implemented using weak 3.7

Below Table and graphs shows that the information loss calculated using above equation for both 
techniques on various values of K-level. It is cleared that information loss increases highly in Datafl y 
algorithm as the value of K-level increases, whereas in our approach information loss is low when compared 
to Datafl y method and also as the value K-level increases, there is a little variation in information loss.

Datafl y method can able to anonymized only single QI attributes at once,but our approach can 
anonymized multiple QI attributes.
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Table 6.
Information loss for Datafl y and MNQIA Methods

Anonymization Level
(K-Value)

Informaton Loss

Datafl y Techniques MNQIA Technique
3 0.25 0.68
4 4.25 0.80
5 4.25 1.2
6 7.5 1.35
7 7.85 1.5
8 11.5 1.7
9 11.5 2.2

Figure 3. Representation of Information loss for Datafl y and MNQIA Methods

Figure 4. Information Loss of MNQIA when k = 3 Figure:5 Information Loss of Datafl y when k = 3

5. CONCLUSION:
In this paper, we propose an MNQIA method to anonymize multiple quasi-identifi er (QI) attributes at once 
and analyze it in terms of utility. The experiment shows that the anonymization using MNQIA have low 
information loss compared to Datafl y method.
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However our approach achieves Anonymization on micro data, but lack to achieve l-diversity and 
t-closeness. Future research is to include methods in our approach that should achieve both anonymization 
along with l-diversity and t-closeness.
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